


 

Chapter 10 
 
There are decisions in life where you weigh out your options in advance and as a result of 
careful planning and consideration, you are able to know with a fair amount of certainty that 
in the end, it will be worth it.  
 
For Jack who usually operated in a mostly calculated fashion, this was not one of those 
situations. Not only had he not had adequate time to weigh the pros and cons of his Alissa 
plan, thanks to Julianne’s “jump first, check for a parachute later” approach to life, Jack had 
very little time to prepare for the idea of whoever Mira was, and no time to know whether she 
was the one who would be able to pull off something like this.  
 
None of that matters, however, for at this very moment, Jack, Julianne and Mira are all sitting 
at a table in the dimly lit corner booth of a restaurant that looked like it had once been a 
nationwide chain, but was taken over by some local ownership. Their corner booth was a step 
above the main floor of the dining room, with a single green glass shaded light hanging from a 
brass chain that Jack was fairly certain hadn’t been cleaned since it was installed.  
 
The good news was, aside from the guy with his back to them sitting at the bar, and Donna 
their server, there was no one to observe or listen in on the conversation the three of them 
were having. And the sound of the game on the old, rear-projection, not even HD TV that was 
built in the wall behind the bar was loud enough that the only way someone could overhear 
what they were talking about was if they were sitting at their table.  
 
“The good news is,” Jack said as he sought to get the conversation going, “based on the look of 
this place, this won’t be the worst plan that’s been conceived in this booth.” Jack immediately 
regretted the use of the word conceive.  
 
“Eww, Jack.” Julianne, squeezed all of her face inward toward her nose. 
 
“I didn’t mean it like that, I just…” 
 
“Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, Jack, this is just a show remember, we’re not actually getting 
together.”  
 
“Okay.” Jack sighed as he responded. He was all for jumping on ill-advised words, but he was 
usually the giver, not the receiver of such treatment.  
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Julianne and Mira looked and laughed at one another.  It seems like they know each other 
better than I would have guessed, having never heard Jules make mention of her name.  
 
“Let’s not be too hard on the poor guy, My. I’ve never really seen him like this.”  
 
“Do I have to agree to those terms?” Mira said. 
 
“Well, you don’t have to, but I thought we at least should say something to give him a little bit 
of relief.”  
 
Again, they both cracked up. Jack could see that the challenge of this conversation was not 
going to be the topic-rather it would be the preservation of any semblance of dignity.  
 
“Well, I know this is kind of a weird situation,” he said as he tried to get the conversation off of 
him and onto the topic at hand, “but I appreciate both your help in it. After all, it’s not really 
me who you’re helping.”  
 
“We get it Jack. You don’t need our help getting a girl. Don’t worry.”  
 
“Thanks Jules. Just wanted to be clear.”  
 
Mira jumped right in. “So, if we’re going to pull this off, we need a believable backstory. Not 
too off the charts, but just enough to make it believable.”  
 
Jack took a breath as inconspicuously as he could, relieved he wasn’t going to have to endure 
an onslaught of ridicule. Deep in. Quiet out. Deeper, longer in...slower, longer out.  
 
“But first,” Julianne jumped in, “we need to commit. We need to jump.” 
 
“I’m in,” Jack replied, and Mira followed.  
 
“Not like that. I mean, we need to commit. We need to get ourselves in to a point of no return, 
to force ourselves to be committed to the outcome.”  
 
“What did you have in mind?” Jack’s head angled slightly to the right and down as he asked.  
 
“Give me your phone.”  
 
“Yeah, I don’t think so.”  
 
“You’re going to have to trust me Jack. Do you trust me?”  
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“With a key to my house? Sure. But with my phone? Not a chance.”  
 
“Fine. But you need to send Alissa a message that lets her know something is up.”  
 
“Like, a ‘we need to talk’ message?”  
 
Both girls responded adamantly, “No! That’s the worst.”  
 
“Okay then. What?” Jack asked, realizing that he’d somehow committed a major portion of his 
destiny over to these two young women.  
 
Mira jumped in,. “What was the last text you sent to her.” Jack scrolled through his phone to 
find the most recent interaction. “Happy Birthday!” Both Julianne and Mira groaned, “Then we 
have to start light, and work our way up to it.”  
 
“You’re right My. We should just, hmm…. Have you seen her recently? Anything you could 
follow up on?”  
 
Jack wasn’t about to tell them that the two of them had dinner, as he was starting to see how 
people like Mrs. Ayers develop into full blown gossips. “Yeah. We were talking about some stuff 
the other day.”  
 
“Great. What was it?” My asked with a great deal of confidence.  
 
“Well,” Jack paused to give himself enough time to skim through the highlight reel of the 
conversation to find something they couldn’t use against him in divorce court, “She was talking 
about Jimmy and some new religion he’s into.”  
 
“What was it called? And who’s Jimmy?” My asked as she turned to Julianne.  
 
“Oh, they were almost a thing. More of a thing for her than him.”  
 
“Syntheism.”  
 
“Sithism, like star wars?” My asked with a large dose of judgement in her tone.  
 
“No, syntheism. Kind of like synthesiser, but instead of mixing sounds you mix gods and 
religions together. Ally thought the same thing.” 
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“Well, that’ll do then.” Julianne said, “We just need something light to open lines of 
communication.”  
 
“Um, let’s see…” The girls spouted off various jokes, none of which were funny. Jack sat 
thinking for a moment, “Hey Jules, What was Luke’s nickname for Leia?”  
 
“What Jack?” 
 
“Sithy.”  
 
Mira chuckled ever so slightly, “Not great, but it will work. Send it.”  
 
Jack paused, a nervousness in his hands. He rested his wrists on the table to minimize any 
visible shaking. After he had typed out the message, he took a breath and hit send.  
 
The girls heard the sound. “Good job, Jack. We’re on our way.”  
 
“Yeah. Good job.” Mira added.  
 
“Now,” Julianne kept the reigns of the conversation, “we’ll wait to see how she responds, but 
we still need the starter statement. Statement, not questions. You’re not interrogating her. If 
you ask too many questions, she’ll get suspicious. You need to talk like normal.” 
 
Jack had always thought he overthought everything. He was realizing there were new realms of 
overanalysis he had never delved into. “How ‘bout, ‘I need to talk to you about…” 
 
“NO!” both girls resounded in unison. Mira adds, “You don’t need to talk about things. That’s 
too heavy, too dramatic, too much baggage.”  
 
Mira and Julianne turned to one another, throwing suggestions back and forth for a few 
minutes, long enough for Jack to get distracted by the game. He didn’t really care who was 
playing, it just felt more controlled, more logical. There were rules and standards, no reading 
between the lines. At the end it would be clear, there’d be winners and losers. And this 
conversation was anything but clear and logical. Feeling the weight of the mess he’s now 
entered into, Jack interrupts: “You know, this was a dumb idea. Let’s just drop it.”  
 
“No, no, no. We’ve got it.”  
 
“I highly doubt that.”  
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“Seriously. Wait a few minutes to see if she responds to the joke, then just say, “See you 
tomorrow.’” 
 
“But, I don’t have any plans to see her tomorrow.”  
 
“You better, don’t ya think?” Julianne replied with force.  
 
“I guess you’re right. I’d just rather go on a vacation. Maybe someone needs some seasonal 
work, and I can just disappear for a month or so.”  
 
The girls’ food arrived, both orders messed up. Jack had just ordered a milkshake. He figured 
that was pretty safe. He was wrong. It probably wouldn’t kill him, but he had ordered 
chocolate and this was strawberry. Jack wasn’t sure how you could confuse the two.  
 
The girls’ conversation drifted further and further away from what they had come to the 
restaurant to discuss in the first place. Jack was a bit relieved. And, as much as he’d preferred 
to have chocolate, the strawberry was fine.  
 
Jack’s own thoughts drifted just as the girls were now talking about some girl named Tessy and 
some major setback that Jack assumed must be something pretty serious based on the 
severity of the words they were using. That is until he heard them reference Duchess Meghan. 
He realized “serious” was a sliding scale between genders. What concerned Jack even more 
than the princess talk was the fact that the farther into this scenario they got and the more 
unpredictable things became, the more unsettled he was beginning to feel.  
 
For much of his life, Jack had been in control. He was the oldest son. His parents, though 
present and by most people’s standards were stellar in their raising of Jack and Paxton, left a 
fair amount of responsibility on Jack’s shoulders. As Ron’s schedule would consume much of 
his time, especially around midterms and finals time, there were many times Linda would be 
consumed with events taking place at one of the charities she volunteered with. The busyness 
always seemed to overlap. And Jack would be left not only to care for himself, but his brother. 
 
The memory of his brother brought more of that nagging spirit up in Jack’s psyche. He’d been 
so consumed trying to get the “Plan A,” in motion that he’d not had anytime to consider “Plan 
P.” Jack hadn’t ever really experienced anxiety, but he wondered if this might be what it felt 
like. For someone who was fairly certain about most things in life, someone who had answers 
for most other people’s questions, someone who, just a few days earlier had been plodding 
through life with very few worries, for Jack, this was all uncharted territory. Not to mention the 
unexperienced feelings he was having.  
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Jack could feel his heart starting to race. His palms were sweaty. His leg was thumping hard 
enough that it was shaking the ice in the pitcher on the table. That’s when Jack remembered 
the story he’d heard on the news earlier.  What was that lady saying about the connection 
between the holidays and stress and anxiety and competition or something? Or was it about 
unmet expectations or emptiness?  Jack couldn’t remember. All he knew was he was feeling a 
way he had never remembered feeling. And now that he thought of it,  When was the last time 
I even felt… 
 
His phone buzzed on the table. Alissa responded to the joke.  
 
“She responded.” Jack forced his way into the girls conversation.  
 
“Ooo, here we go,” Julianne leaned forward. “What did she say?”  
 
“Nothing. She just sent the laughing tears emoji.”  
 
“Perfect.”  
 
“Yeah, perfect.” Julianne agreed, “Now send her the text.”  
 
“You sure about that?”  
 
Mira jumped in, “Rip it off Jack.”  
 
“Here goes…’see you tomorrow.,’ Sent.”  
 
“Good job Jack. Be right back,” Julianne got up from the table.  
 
Jack broke the silence with Mira, “Well, I guess we should come up with our backstory eh?”  
 
“Did I not tell you? I’m busy on Friday evening.”  
 
Jack’s heart both sank and filled with fury at the same time. “Then why in the world…”  
 
“Just kidding Jack,” Mira could see Jack’s face was turning an angry shade of red, “but good to 
know we’ve found that line we don’t need to cross.”  
 
Jack was not amused. “So, you’re willing to go with me on Friday?”  
 
“Yeah, Jack. I’d do anything for Lianne.”  
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Jack could feel his heart, though still pounding, the pace was decelerating. “Thanks Mira. So, I 
was thinking we could have met at…”  
 
“You on Facebook Jack?”  
 
He was, just not a lot. He was too busy in real life to be consumed with Facebook drama. 
“Yeah, don’t check it that often.”  
 
“I’ll just send you a friend request, and we can work out our story there. No need to waste the 
evening. Details, we can figure out online. I just needed to know that you weren’t some kind of 
weirdo before I jumped into something this complicated. But, let’s meet up, oh say, on 
Wednesday evening and finalize everything. Okay? Eight O’clock?” 
 
Though he didn’t care for social media, that sounded better to Jack than spending the next 
several hours arguing over the details of a fake backstory. “Sounds good.”  
 
“I’ll go check on Lianne.” Mira left the table.  
 
What time is it anyway? 9:53! We gotta get back to town.  
 
Instead of allowing himself to continue down the same line of thinking he’d been drifting 
toward while the girls were talking, Jack decided he could make better use of his time while he 
waited for who knows how long.  I really need to figure out what I’m going to do to help Axe 
out for Christmas. How long does it take two girls to go to the bathroom anyway?  To Jack that 
sounded like the beginning of a dumb joke.  Don’t know yet.  He answered himself.  
 
As he sat there thinking about Paxton, trying hard not to think about it, he couldn’t help but 
think about how unsettled he was. It was hard for him not to think about it because it was so 
uncharacteristic of who he was. He’d been pretty at ease about his life for most of his life. He 
always knew there could be more to it if he sought it, but he had always been satisfied. But 
now, Jack was starting to feel like whatever he had relied on up until now to feel at ease about 
everything around him was starting to... melt? Is that the right word?  He was feeling that his 
footing was shifty, or that he couldn’t find one, not like he was slipping and sliding...no, he 
wasn’t the one moving, whatever he had stepped onto was moving. And why did he keep 
thinking about his feelings anyway.  That’s not the kind of guy I’ve ever been… 
 
What was I thinking about? Right, Axe.  But, try as he may, he couldn’t focus his thoughts on his 
little brother. He couldn’t focus his thoughts period. And he wouldn’t have to.  
 
“Ready to head home Jack?” Julianne startled Jack from behind. “You’re payin’ right?”  
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“Sure.” He grabbed the bill, which he didn’t even recall being dropped off, and went up to the 
bar to pay.  
 
Julianne and Mira hugged, kissing one another on the cheek. Then Julianne turned to Jack, 
“Your turn.” Jack laughed.  
 
“She’s right. We’d better hug or dancing together on Friday is going to be  real  uncomfortable.”  
 
Jack obliged, but from a leaning as far forward so as to minimize contact approach. “We’ll work 
on it.”  
 
“Bye Mira, and thanks.”  
 
“I’m sure it will be my pleasure Jack.”  
 
They walked back towards the Scout, waving to Mira as she carried on past them to her car. “I 
guess I should thank you, Jules.” 
 
“That’d be a good start.” Putting her tongue between her teeth and making a th sound over 
and over… 
 
“Thank you.” 
 
“Your pleasure.”  
 
They laughed as Jacked pumped the gas pedal of the Scout. He pulled out of the parking spot 
with enough force that the keyboard slid back and hit the rear door.  
 
“Easy Jack. It was a good deal, but I’d like to get it home.”  
 
Jack had completely forgotten about the keyboard, just like he had forgotten about nearly 
everything else. Nearly.  
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